EVERYTHING
IS POSSIBLE
Ivormatie magazine - December 2020

Last year, Iv acquired engineering company CAE

His stories were often a kind of déjà vu for me. My father

from founder and co-owner Hans Ketel. I’ve known

was a real Rotterdammer. In his youth, he often visited

Hans for a long time. For a number of years, we were

Rotterdam Zoo and, in those days, was allowed to help

in the Examination Committee together for the

with feeding the animals, cleaning the enclosures, and

‘Constructeursregister’ (Structural Engineers Register).

carrying out all kinds of maintenance jobs. My father also

The Examination Committee conducted assessments

liked to talk about those times. Rotterdam Zoo held a

of candidates for the Ontwerpersregister (Structural

special place in his heart.

Engineers and Designers Register). Hans himself was an
enthusiastic structural engineer and had an excellent

How nice that now CAE has become part of Iv-Groep, we

way of talking about what went well and what

too are now involved in projects at Rotterdam Zoo. How

went wrong with various constructions. During the

fantastic it must be for our structural engineers that they

examinations we conducted, he always had a knack of

may work on such projects. You can read more about this

being able to come up with the right kind of questions

in this edition of Ivormatie. And about other magnificent

quickly, usually the type of questions that confirmed

projects in which everything is possible.

whether the candidate was suitable or unsuitable for
the register.

It was worrying to have heard at the end of October,
that Rotterdam Zoo has also been hit hard by the corona

His stories were often a kind of déjà vu
for me.

pandemic and is unfortunately forced to say goodbye
to a number of employees. Rotterdam Zoo is more than
just a zoo; it is part of the beautiful city of Rotterdam and

Hans was so enthusiastic about structural engineering,

deserves support from all of us.

and even more so about everything that was to do with

“ROTTERDAM ZOO 				

IS MORE THAN JUST
A ZOO”
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Rotterdam Zoo (Diergaarde Blijdorp). Rotterdam Zoo

I hope you enjoy reading this edition of Ivormatie.

was a trusted client for CAE. For a long time, CAE has
supported the zoo in its many new construction and

Rob van de Waal

renovation projects. But the part that Hans especially

CEO Iv-Groep

enjoyed was his involvement with the animals, which
he also told great stories about, and I enjoyed listening
to him.
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Sofia HVDC converter platform
demands innovation in
technology and engineering

“ONE OF THE GREATEST 				

TECHNICAL OFFSHORE 				
CHALLENGES”

One of the largest wind farms in Europe, Sofia

Borwin Alpha (400 MW), Dolwin Alpha (800 MW)

Offshore Wind Farm, will be realised

and Helwin Béta (690 MW) platforms and various

195 kilometres off the coast of North East England,

engineering and FEED (Front-End Engineering

in the area known as Dogger Bank. This wind

Design) studies, such as the FEED study for the 2 GW

farm is the largest project in RWE Renewables’

offshore grid connections for TenneT.

current development portfolio. With 100 wind
turbines, totalling a capacity of 1.4 gigawatts, and
an innovative High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

Full responsibility for the engineering
and platform system integration.

converter platform, this wind farm will supply

SOFIA

Sunderland

REDCAR

Sofia cable corridor

Middlesbrough
Lackenby Substation

approximately 1.2 million British homes with

In July 2020, Iv-Offshore & Energy signed the early

sustainable energy in the future. The Sofia HVDC

works contract with Sembcorp Marine Offshore

converter platform, to be installed at the heart

Platforms Pte Ltd for the detailed design of the

of the wind farm, will be one of the largest and

topside and jacket of the Sofia HVDC converter

most powerful offshore HVDC converter platforms

platform. Iv-Offshore & Energy will support

currently in existence or under construction. The

Sembcorp Marine for the purchase of all auxiliary

fact that the platform will be installed far from

equipment, and GE Renewable Energy’s Grid

the coast and will be operated remotely, poses an

Solutions business (GE) will supply the HVDC

interesting transportation challenge in relation to

equipment. As an engineering partner of Sembcorp

the 25 metre telecom mast.

Marine, Iv-Offshore & Energy is fully responsible for
the engineering and platform system integration,

REDCAR

York

Hull

Grand in dimensions and project scope

and we support Sembcorp Marine with engineering-

The Sofia HVDC converter platform is one of the

related issues in consultations with RWE Renewables

largest offshore wind platforms Iv-Offshore & Energy

(end customer) and GE (partner), among others.

has ever worked on. In recent years,

Sembcorp Marine will eventually construct the

Iv-Offshore & Energy has been involved in the

platform at one of their fabrication yards in Batam,
Indonesia.
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From wind to green energy

the challenge here is that when the platform is ready, it

The Sofia Offshore Wind Farm covers a total area of

will be transported by ship through the Suez Canal, and

593 km . A network of approximately 370 kilometres of

the topside together with the telecom mast is too large

inter-array cables will transport the electricity generated

to pass freely under the bridge that spans the Suez

by the wind turbines to the Sofia HVDC converter

Canal. Iv-Offshore & Energy is responsible for devising a

platform. The platform will then convert this electricity

suitable solution for this issue.

2

from 66 kilovolts (kV) alternating current (AC) to 320 kV
direct current (DC). Two export cables of approximately

Giving equipment a place remains a puzzle

220 kilometres in length, which together form a single

The dimensions of the platform are enormous and yet

high voltage direct current circuit, will transport the

giving all the necessary equipment a place remains a

power ashore from the wind farm to the onshore

puzzle. The vast capacity of the wind farm, of course,

substation in Lackenby.

requires the presence of larger or more equipment

“SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 		

FOR 1.2 MILLION
										
BRITISH HOMES”

on the platform. The layout of the platform must be

The vast capacity of the wind farm, of
course, requires the presence of larger
or more equipment.

such that everything remains safe, easily accessible,
and maintainable; all this in combination with the
high availability of the platform. Integrating all the
equipment forces us to think outside the box and to use

The 10,000-tonne topside of the Sofia HVDC converter

the available space as smartly as possible.

platform will measure approximately 80 metres in
length, 40 metres in width and 40 metres in height.

When converting alternating current to direct current

The topside will be placed on a jacket foundation with

heat is produced, which must be dissipated elsewhere.

eight legs positioned on the seabed just under

But the system that is needed for cooling the HVA/C

30 metres below sea-level (BSL). The jacket foundation

equipment (an air conditioning system) demands

is then secured with monopiles driven deep into the

a lot of space. Iv-Offshore & Energy has therefore

seabed. The 18 strings of inter-array cables, two export

applied a new cooling concept for the Sofia HVDC

cables and the fibre optic cable are integrated into the

converter platform. Conventionally, the cooling

jacket and fed via J-tubes to the platform where these

system is subcontracted to an HVA/C contractor who

are assembled into the topside.

designs the system and supplies the components. But
for this project, Iv-Offshore & Energy is responsible

8

A 25-metre-high telecom mast will be placed on the

for everything, including creating the design, the

top deck of the topside. This telecom mast will provide

purchasing of the necessary components and the

communications coverage of the array area. However,

integration with the process systems.

9

For the Sofia HVDC converter platform, it has been
chosen to use an HVA/C system, whereby the condenser
is cooled with cold water instead of with air. Cooling
with cold water has the advantage that the highest
design temperature of the seawater used is lower than
the temperature of the outside air. Furthermore, the heat
transfer of water is better than that of air, which allows the
system to be designed more compactly. With the watercooling system, lower temperatures can be achieved in
the air conditioning system, and smaller ducts can be
used, which in turn also require less space.

Achieving the utmost with technology.
Further development of sustainable energy
Iv-Offshore & Energy has been devising the design of
the platform since July 2020. In every project, we strive
to utilise our technical knowledge to achieve the utmost
and to make a valuable contribution to the further
development of sustainable energy.
The cutting of the first steel for the fabrication of the

•

platform is scheduled for August 2021. The offshore
installation is expected to commence in 2024.
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Admiring monkeys through
a remarkable netted bow
structure
In Rotterdam Zoo (Diergaarde Blijdorp), the

A complex design process

building formally used as an enclosure for

The original enclosure for predators, constructed in

carnivores (a national monument designed

1939, was built in a functional style in combination

by Architect Sybold van Ravesteyn), has been

with Neo-Baroque elements. As the building is listed

completely restored and renovated into a new

as a national monument, it has been restored as

enclosure for Geladas. A Gelada is a unique

much as possible to its original state. An important

type of primate from Ethiopia which closely

requirement was that the monument was to be

resembles a baboon. Rotterdam Zoo is the only

adapted to satisfy new insights concerning animal

zoo in the Netherlands where these monkeys can

welfare and health and safety requirements. Due to

be admired. All the more reason to design the

past modifications and the overgrowth of plants,

new outdoor enclosure in a way that provides

a significant backlog of necessary maintenance

maximum visibility of the monkeys, and in a

and damage to the building had accumulated. This

setting that imitates their natural habitat. The

accumulation had to be taken care of to preserve

solution was found in the form of a remarkable

the monument. Increasing the aesthetic value

structure consisting of striking steel bows

of the building and the realisation of a tunnel for

spanned with huge transparent nets. This solution

visitors were important aspirations for this project.

provides maximum visibility for viewing both the

The design challenge, therefore, lay in uniting

monkeys as well as the monumental building,

these amended requirements and objectives while

plus the monkeys have the freedom to do as they

optimally preserving the national monument.

please without being able to escape. The design
of the outdoor enclosure was realised together
with Rotterdam Zoo, fmarchitecten, CAE (part of
Iv-Bouw) and Walraad Architecten.

12

An important requirement was that
the monument was to be adapted to
satisfy new insights.
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The main supporting structure

Anchoring and distribution of the bow trusses

The twelve cast steel base pieces have been made in

The main supporting structure of the new outdoor

Much attention has been given to the design

six different variations, each with a unique position and

enclosure consists of two large steel bows reaching up

concerning the anchoring and distribution of the steel

angle of rotation. The casting of the steel base pieces was

to 12.5 metres high, and five smaller bows. The bows

bow trusses. The bow trusses transfer the forces to

extremely precise work as this greatly determined the fit

are held in place by steel cables with diameters of

the foundations via twisted flare-shaped components

of the steel bow trusses.

12 millimetres and 16 millimetres. The tension forces in

in a cast steel base. The forces and the required

the steel cables are transferred to the new roof of the

rigidity, combined with the small area available in the

monumental building, which balances both sides of

supporting points for guiding the forces, were such

the bow structure.

critical factors that a solid steel twisted flare-shaped
component provided the best solution.

A solid steel twisted flare-shaped
component provided the best solution.

The sleek appearance of an entire bow
has been retained.
The bow has been divided into sections as it was too
large to transport in its entirety by road. Of course, from
a constructive point of view, this was not desirable. The
division has been achieved within the profile and finished

Huge transparent nets have been applied over the

with thin-rolled steel sheeting. The sleek appearance of

bows. The steel bow trusses are circular hollow sections,

an entire bow has been retained through this method of

ranging from 355/20 for the largest span to 244.5/10

division.

for the smaller spans. The larger bows span a distance
of no less than 61 metres and 40 metres and, without

Due to the complex shape and cohesion between

the restrictions of columns, provide an open outdoor

the bows, it was necessary to temporarily support the

enclosure. Thus, the structure offers a perfect space

bows with secondary steel, tensioning straps and three

to imitate the natural habitat of the Geladas with

telescopic cranes.

artificial rocks and boulders, hardy shrubs and trees
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that resemble the natural vegetation of the Ethiopian

Snow load; a determining feasibility factor

lowlands. The five smaller bows span approximately

The effect of snow load on the structure has been

22 metres and are situated at the outer edges of the

accounted for in the design in a unique way. The Dutch

outdoor enclosure. These, together with the stainless

load standard does not include a specific calculation

steel cables and netting, enclose the outdoor area.

method for snow load on netted structures. Given the

This structure offers the possibility to view the Geladas

large netted surface areas of the structure, this type

in the outdoor enclosure at a short distance from any

of load occurrence was decisive for the feasibility of

angle, and you can almost stand face-to-face with

the design and prompted much discussion within the

these extraordinary monkeys.

construction team.
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Based on experience with countries such as Germany

Not only has the bow structure been made sustainable,

and Austria, the net and cable supplier had a totally

but also the monumental building itself, for which the

different perception than what is usual in the

latest sustainability technologies in the field of

Netherlands regarding the snow load. Nets are often
used in these countries to prevent avalanches, whereby
as much snow load as possible has to be calculated.

Sustainability was an important starting
point in the design process.

According to the Austrian approach, the load would be
three to four times higher than that allowed for in the

energy management have been applied. For example,

original design. On paper, the existing building would

the monumental building has a green roof, a heat

have been torn apart in the event of heavy snow.

pump has been installed instead of a central heating

“COMPLEX SHAPE AND 				
COHESION”

system, and solar panels have been placed to generate

A load situation of only one part of the
enclosure was calculated.

heat and electricity.
All in all, the design process has been challenging from

Combined with a partly closed area of the netted

the beginning through to the actual execution of the

surface, the average snow load has been determined in

construction. A process that has resulted in a beautiful

accordance with the Dutch load standard. For increased

steel structure that has retained the original open and

safety, a load situation of only one part of the enclosure

monumental character of the enclosure.

was calculated, which creates an upper limit for the

•

load on the structural stability in the existing building.
Sustainable adjustments to the national monument
Sustainability was an important starting point in
the design process. The existing structure of the
monumental building has been preserved as much
as possible. Adjustments have been made to the
existing structure to accommodate the bow trusses
which apply forces through the stainless steel cables
on the existing structure of the building. In addition to
extending the existing girders, steel braces (for stability)
have also been applied to the roof area.
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WHAT MAKES
IV SO SPECIAL?
Friendly and open culture

Down to earth

Iv feels like a family business: you can always
drop by other colleagues to discuss your
ideas. You receive a lot of freedom as well as
room for entrepreneurship.

Instead of just following trends, we
examine the content critically. We
innovate because we really want to
contribute to the world of tomorrow.

| A selection of our vacancies:
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓✓

BIM-modellor
Senior Engineer EIA (water)
Sustainability Advisor
Project Engineer
Senior Mechanical & Marine Engineer
Project Manager Steel Structures
Manager E&I Engineering

View all vacancies on

jobsativ.com
Unique projects

Work hard, play hard

At Iv we work on projects that challenge
us to push the boundaries of what is
technically possible.

We also think it's important to have
fun with each other. That's why, for
example, we attend the UEFA European
Championship and FIFA World Cup.

Diversity
From infrastructure to submarines:
we are the most diverse engineering
company in the Netherlands.
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From sludge to biogas in the
Energy Factory
Wastewater is increasingly seen as an important

permit application. The ambitious goal was to have

source of energy and raw materials. Water Board

the Energy Factory operational by the end of 2020.

Rivierenland has set its objective to be completely

“The volume of sludge that has to be processed

energy neutral by 2030. To achieve this, an Energy

is huge”, Ronny explains. “The sludge from nine

Factory is to be built at the site of the Sleeuwijk

surrounding wastewater treatment plants will be

Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP). “Don’t take

processed at the Sleeuwijk WWTP, as well as the

this too literally”, say, Onno de Ruiter and Ronny

volume from the Sleeuwijk plant itself. The plant is

Faasen, of Iv-Water. “We refer to it as an Energy

large, certainly one of the largest in the Netherlands.

Factory, but it’s actually a wastewater treatment

The intentional scaling up and the bundling of

plant. The only difference is that this plant is set up

sludge processing is all to do with efficiency, as

in such a way that the sludge that would normally

otherwise, several smaller inefficient facilities would

be disposed of will now be used to generate

have to be built.

biogas. This is a big step in making this WWTP
more sustainable while more energy is gained, the
waste product is reduced, creating fewer transport
movements. It’s a wonderful, challenging project,

We indicated this solution as an
opportunity in the tender for the
project.

in which sharing ideas and thinking on the same
lines as the customer is the winning key.”

The centralising of the sludge processing and biogas
production also means that the sludge has to be

20

Bundling biogas production efficiently

transported from various locations to the Sleeuwijk

In October 2018, Iv-Water began with preparing

plant. You can transport all of the wastewater there

the design of the Energy Factory for contractor

if you want to, but it’s more efficient to separate the

Pannekoek GWW, the responsible party for

water and sludge on location, which saves a lot of

constructing the plant for Water Board Rivierenland.

transport movements. We indicated this solution as

Iv-Water designed the Energy Factory and

an opportunity in the tender for the project, and this

supported the water board with the environmental

certainly contributed to us ‘winning’ the assignment.”
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Celebrate success

works and does what it’s supposed to do. It must be

“Another good example of sharing ideas and thinking

robust. We don’t pull any crazy stunts, and there are no

on the same lines as the customer is the application

magic-hat tricks, just a solid design”, laughs Ronny. The

for the environmental permit”, says Onno. “During the

wishes of the surrounding environment are explicitly

design process, we gradually realised that if we add

considered in the design. The entire plant will remain

this Energy Factory to the WWTP, the preconditions

within a height of 7.5 metres and a building area of

for nitrogen emissions could be restrictive. Within a

1,500 m². Proven technology has been applied whereby

month, we quickly adjusted the design for our client,

the temperature of the sludge fermentation will remain

which was just in time for the environmental permit

at around 37 degrees Celsius. This guarantees safety.

application. It was a huge challenge! At ten and even

The Energy Factory will process approximately 150,000

eleven o’clock at night, we were still busy designing and

m3 of sludge annually and generate rougly 2,700,000

intensely consulting with each other. When the permit

m3 of biogas. This results in 2,000,000 Nm3 of natural

was granted, I bought cakes for the whole team. Success

(green)gas, which will be fed into the Dutch gas grid.

must be celebrated! But this is something that is done

The plant consists of, among other things, two external

very well in this project anyway. The atmosphere is

sludge buffer tanks, a sludge dewatering building,

excellent, and that certainly benefits the collaboration

two digestion tanks and a building containing all the

between all involved! There are many different parties

apparatus for the digestion process. In addition, there

participating in this project: Iv’s team, the water board,

will also be a buffer tank for the digested sludge, a

the main contractor, and various subcontractors.

biogas upgrader facility, a gas holder, a flare system and

Sometimes you find yourself in a construction team

two sludge silos for storing dewatered sludge.

“WE USE PROVEN 					
TECHNOLOGY”

meeting with up to twenty representatives. It’s
fascinating to sit at a table with specialists from so many
different disciplines.”

By doing this, we accelerated the
process.

The Energy Factory Design

Nitrogen Emissions Decree demands a more

When creating the design for the Energy Factory, Iv

sustainable solution

made use of market innovations, such as the Ephyra®

Shortly after applying for the environmental permit,

technology from RHDHV and the anammox technology

the Supreme Court ruled that the Nitrogen Action

(NAS-ONE®) developed by Colsen. This project is

Programme (Programma Aanpak Stikstof or PAS) was

distinguished by the use of proven technology, in which

inadequate and usage thereof was no longer permitted.

previous concepts and energy factories have served as a

Iv-Water rapidly adapted the already submitted design

learning curve. “It’s not necessary to reinvent the wheel

by replacing a gas-fired boiler. In the end, we arrived at

ourselves every time. What’s important for us is that it

recovering heat from the treated wastewater prior to
discharge.

22
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This reduces the net energy consumption even further

the new sludge processing plant. When it is finished,

This process takes place every five weeks and will

and ensures an even more sustainable solution.

the temporary processing facility is moved to the next

eventually end up at the Sliedrecht WWTP, by which

location, and the cycle begins again.

time it will be March 2021.

The production of wastewater is and
will remain a continuous process.
Constructive collaboration

If you tackle the challenges together,
you can always overcome the
impossible!

“We completed our part of the design in July 2019.
Following this, we went through the 3D presentation

Energy Factory start-up

of the design with the entire project team every week,

The start-up of the Energy Factory is part of the overall

so that all parties could view it and air their queries

responsibility of Iv-Water. Taking on the role of ‘sludge

and questions. This way of working together and

coach’, the start-up is to be implemented step-by-step

going through the design is unique. By doing this, we

from October 2020. “We want to achieve high-quality

accelerated the process, and the contractor was able

biogas as quickly as possible while continuing to fulfill

to begin sooner. The jubilant begin of the construction

the primary assignment of the water board: meeting the

commenced on 15 July 2019. The atmosphere within

discharge requirements for treated wastewater.” Besides

the project team is very positive and constructive, and

the start-up of the seven modified plants, training the

even though there are many different parties involved,

operators is an essential part of this transition. The

you have the feeling that you’re working on it as one

Energy Factory is expected to be fully operational by the

big team. “Any unusual last-minute requests are taken

end of January 2021 and will be followed by a period

care of with pleasure”, says Ronny.

of ‘interference-free operation’ and demonstrating
the performance of the process. “The challenges

Sludge processing modifications at seven WWTPs

are sometimes troublesome, but if you tackle them

The sludge processing will be modified at seven

together and celebrate success together, then you can

WWTPs in preparation for fermentation; an extensive

always overcome the (almost) impossible!”, Onno and

job within the entire project. On Monday 17 August,

Ronny conclude.

work began at the first plant, Zaltbommel WWTP. “Given

•

that a wastewater treatment plant cannot suddenly
be taken out of operation, a temporary processing
facility was first set up. The production of wastewater
is and will remain a continuous process. After this,
the dismantling of the current facility is started. Work
continues with the assembly, testing, and operation of

24
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High capacity in
a small area
“Most cranes of these dimensions and capacity

technical properties of the crane offer greater

cannot be used in densely built-up environments,

efficiency for upgrade and turnaround projects as

for example, on a petrochemical plant. After all,

well as for inner-city civil engineering works.

this type of environment doesn’t offer sufficient
space to assemble a crane in a simple manner. A
crane is assembled horizontally on the ground,

The crane weighs 1500 mT and is
quickly assembled.

which is virtually impossible where multiple
pipelines are present. Mammoet recognised the

Collaboration team

need for cranes that can operate in small areas,

“Iv was mainly involved in the provisions for

thus the need for a completely new type of

assembling the crane,” says Xander. “We were on-

crane”. Iv-Consult’s Jaco van der Schans, Sector

site at the Mammoet offices in Schiedam with five

Manager, and Xander Verseveldt, Team Leader/

people from Iv during the peak to provide support

Project Manager Mechanical Department, tell us

with the engineering. Our Malaysian colleagues have

more about the new Focus crane that Iv assisted

also helped. Mammoet designed the crane concept,

Mammoet to engineer.

and Iv assisted in producing a design that provided
a workable document for the fabricators. We took

Fast vertical assembly

care of the preparation here in the Netherlands, and

The Mammoet Focus is a high capacity crane

our Malaysian colleagues provided the drawings.

foundation capable of working in tight spaces with

Our contribution to this project mainly concerned

limited ground bearing pressure. The crane has a

the mechanical parts of the crane and the steel

footprint of 30 x 40 metres and is erected vertically

constructions. We also worked on the connections

up to a height of 120 metres. The crane weighs

and detailed the assembling of the crane.”

1500 mT and is quickly assembled. Because the
crane is erected vertically, the safety risks associated
with assembly above live infrastructures are
significantly reduced. The strength and unique

26
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Complex system

“Mammoet sets very high standards for quality and is

“This crane is unique”, Jaco explains. “There are no other

keen to produce in this region”, Xander explains.

cranes of this calibre that can self-erect in such a small
area. The assembly system is incredibly complex. The

Work hard; play hard!

red boom mast section and the grey erection frame

“To sit with the entire Iv team at the client’s office was

must be able to be set up in a confined, crowded

a new experience for us,” says Xander, “this doesn’t

environment and function correctly. This was our most

happen very often. Usually, it concerns one or two

significant challenge in this project. The turnaround

people, but this time, it varied from five to eight. Iv

time also proved to be quite a challenge for the team.

and Mammoet go back a long way and know each

We began in March 2019, and construction started in

other well, which certainly benefited the collaboration!

the spring of 2020. Testing followed shortly after, and

We have listened attentively to our client’s needs and

completion is planned for the end of this year. Two

carefully considered what they had in mind for this

cranes are likely to be built, one for the North America

project. There have been many discussions about

region and one for Europe. The cranes will remain on

how we were going to approach this challenge. It’s a

their designated continents and will be transported

major investment, so the costs have also been carefully

locally as separate elements. Transportation in

considered. Firstly, Iv provided input for the cost

containerised form wasn’t a requirement, but this was

estimates, which was in line with what Mammoet had

queried during the process. In short, this was a complex

in mind. It was very nice to work so intensively with

assignment that we were happy to tackle, and of which

the client on such a challenging project. The unique

gave the Iv workforce involved great enjoyment. We are

location of the Mammoet office also helped, a beautiful,

experts in structural engineering and possess extensive

inspiring location. And a nice team with whom we also

knowledge of mechanical components.

visited the pub together after work!” laughs Xander.

			
“THIS CRANE IS UNIQUE”

Jaco adds: “Because we know each other so well, they

90% of the steel construction comes
from the Netherlands.

•

trust our knowledge and have every confidence in a
pleasant collaboration.”

Furthermore, we shared our ideas and provided
valuable input for the assembly and production. This
project demonstrated a solid collaboration between Iv
and Mammoet, a mutually important factor.” The crane
has been constructed in Westerdorpe, Zeeland. 90%
of the steel construction comes from the Netherlands,
and a small portion from Germany.
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“THIS IS WHAT MAKES 		
OUR WORK SO GREAT!”

EMMA BLEUMINK (22)
Intern at Iv-Industrie
Education: Bachelor’s Degree in Construction Engineering, specialisation Architecture
Why is it that the appearance of industrial buildings is often standard, dull, and uninspiring?
Intern Emma Bleumink has been conducting research at Iv-Industrie about the added value of

JACO VAN DER SCHANS (36)

architecture in industry. A tailor-made internship assignment, in line with her Bachelor’s Degree

Sector Manager and Member of the Management Team at Iv-Consult

in Construction Engineering specialising in Architecture at the HAN University of Applied

Education: Mechanical Engineering and Business Administration

Sciences. Emma’s research was met with enthusiastic responses from both colleagues and
customers. “My colleagues enjoyed focussing more on the form of the design. Two things turned

“The best thing about working at Iv-Consult is the diversity of the projects on which we work.

out to be very helpful in the process: the first is a cost-neutral design offering various options.

When I consider the projects I’ve worked on here, the diversity spans in all directions. I began

The second is visualising the design to demonstrate the result and the added value. We have also

with a shiplift and was involved in the rotating towers. After that, I’ve worked on some offshore

applied this in projects. One client was so enthusiastic about it that they even placed the design

engineering projects, the new lock gates for the Panama Canal and many different heavy

on their website. It’s great that as a result of my research, Iv is now implementing this and sharing

mechanical engineering projects. This is really what makes the work here so great! At other

the knowledge with other modellers!”

companies, you may work in one of these segments, but not in all. As specialists in steel and
mechanical engineering, our expertise lead us in all kinds of directions. My favourite project?
There are many. My secondment at Mammoet for a unique project was great fun. Working on the
lock gates for the Panama Canal was also very special. In recent years, we have again been taking

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

on many crane projects, which remains challenging and specialist work. We are, once again, a
renowned name in the world of cranes.”
CHRISTIAAN HILGERS (36)
Team Leader EIA at Iv-Water
KARS VAN HECK (24)

Education: higher vocational education (hbo) in Electrical Engineering

Junior Work Planner at Iv-Infra
Education: secondary vocational education (mbo level 4) in Civil Engineering, currently following a

Christiaan Hilgers, EIA Team Leader at Iv-Water, has been with Iv since 2007 and has held various

part-time higher vocational education (hbo) in Civil Engineering.

positions during this time. He also followed the ‘Developing Human Talent’ programme and
was guided by Iv in his development to becoming a team leader. “I started as a junior and grew

“At Iv, we always take trips to the UEFA European Championships and FIFA World Cup, whether

in steps: engineer, senior engineer, specialist and team leader since last year. It was never my

or not the Netherlands is playing! The whole trip is arranged down to the last detail, so it’s not

goal to achieve leadership; I just wanted to do my job well and enjoy doing it. Together with

just about watching football. You get to see the whole city, and there is always something

my collegial team leader and department head, I manage a pool of fifteen people, of which six

for everyone in the programme. That’s what makes it so much fun; you really get to know

to eight work for my market sector: hydraulic infrastructure. What I enjoy the most is seeing the

your colleagues, which is also helpful for your daily work! In any case, lots of nice events

developments the people in my team go through. We have devised a policy plan in which we

are organised at Iv, such as big New Year’s parties, Christmas drinks, Friday afternoon drinks

have closely examined the market and our growth opportunities. This is where our focus lies in

(initiated by colleagues) and team outings. I really miss all of these events at the moment,

terms of training and development. This is exactly what I enjoy so much, and the reason why I

during the corona crisis. It’s currently much more difficult to organise team-building activities,

accepted the challenge.”

but Iv is still organising things. Just on a smaller scale and much less extensive, but it’s good to
see colleagues again and to stay in touch!”
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“MAKING A DRYING 					

PROCESS MORE 							
SUSTAINABLE”

Electrification in the
food industry
A dehumidifier that has reached the end of its

absorb a lot of moisture from the surrounding

technical life must be replaced. But should a

environment). If the powders are not dry enough,

dehumidification method using steam be chosen

not only can this cause blockages in the pipes

again, or can a more sustainable choice be made?

but can also shorten the shelf life of the product.

For the RTAD (Renovation Transport Air Dairy)

This is why special dehumidifiers are necessary to

project, FrieslandCampina in Veghel opted for

dehumidify the air that transports the powders.

the latter. A fully electrical dehumidification

The existing dehumidifier, used for Food and

installation was chosen for this pilot project. Bas

Feed - two different production environments, was

Derissen, Project Manager at FrieslandCampina

approaching the end of its lifespan and needed to

and Ben Nissen, Lead Engineer EI&A at Iv-Industrie

be replaced. It was desirable to make a division and

tell us more about the project.

install two new dehumidifiers. When selecting the
new installations, we were faced with the dilemma:

Should we use steam again, or can a
more sustainable choice be made?

should we use steam again, as is standard, or can
we do it differently?” Ben adds: “When we were
selecting a new dryer, FrieslandCampina’s objective

Transporting with air

of significantly reducing CO2 emissions by 2030

Bas explains: “In Veghel, FrieslandCampina produces

was also taken into consideration. Eventually, it was

ingredients for the food and pharmaceutical

decided to use this project as a pilot project and opt

industries. For this, the various components of

for electric dehumidification.”

milk, such as proteins and lactose (milk sugar) are
separated and later dried to form powders, which
is important for optimising shelf life. Air is used to
transport the powders from one location to another
in the factory. Transporting the powders in this way
is only possible with very dry air as the products
are highly hygroscopic (meaning that the powders
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We are at the beginning of the energy transition

recovery, heat pumps, electricity and probably still gas.

Only 20% of the total amount of transport air now has to

Production processes are often very complex, which

A combination of smarter energy and technology is

comply with the highest level of dehumidification, and

is why making these processes more sustainable

needed. The last step in the decision process is the type

this makes a huge difference in energy consumption.”

gradually takes place in steps. Bas explains: “We opted

of energy that will eventually be applied.”

for electrification for these dehumidification installations
as FrieslandCampina makes use of green electricity,
which also contributes to a reduction in CO2 emissions.

Everything that went inside had to be
disinfected.

Saving energy is, of course, also important for further
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steps in increasing sustainability.” Ben adds: “Besides

Hygiene during a renovation

electrification, we also examined using a heat pump for

Renovating a production process is always a challenge,

recovering heat, which is currently still very challenging

especially during this project. Bas explains how this

on this kind of scale. However, it’s a step that must

was done: “We installed a temporary system outside,

be taken eventually, as the energy consumption for

while we were working inside where the old installation

the production processes is considerably high. The

was located. The construction area was completely

infrastructure was one of the reasons why a heat pump

shielded from the rest of the production facility and

is not currently used. The space required in the building

was accessed separately via a new outside door. Health,

was not available, and the roof, on which the pump

safety, and hygiene are essential for FrieslandCampina,

would need to be placed, was not suitable.”

also during a renovation. So, everything that went

Bas: “There are still plenty of challenges ahead. Milk

inside had to be disinfected, even the people who were

consists of approximately 87% water, and for the

working there had to get changed at the entrance of

production of the dry ingredients, we have to remove

the building. The temporary system had less capacity

this water. This separation is performed as efficiently as

than the final one, which is why the work needed to be

possible: with centrifugation and membrane processes,

completed during the winter and spring months. The

but the final steps are always evaporation and drying,

air contains much more moisture in the summertime,

and these processes require a lot of energy. Technically,

which would require the complete installation”. Ben

this is feasible to do electrically on a small scale, but not

adds: “We are replacing one installation with two new

yet on an industrial scale.” Ben explains: “A drying tower

ones, which has a number of advantages. Previously,

works like this; the milk is sprayed very finely under

when maintenance was required, a total of six different

pressure in a large drying chamber, into which hot air is

drying towers would have to be shut down. This is no

also blown. As the drops descend, the water evaporates,

longer necessary as these have now been divided. The

and the dried product remains at the bottom of the

conditions for which the transport air must comply for

drying chamber. Evaporating water consumes a lot of

the Feed and Food processes also vary as different types

energy. In the future, this will be a mixture of energy

of powder transport are supported.
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Just in time

As a result, the choice of supplier was limited, as not

“There was still a huge challenge”, says Bas. “We were in

all suppliers can supply an electrical dehumidification

the preparatory phase of this project, had everything

installation on this scale. The installation has been in

on paper… when all of a sudden, the existing

use for about a year now, and the results are positive.

installation stopped! Which meant that everything had

Ben: “Apart from the fact that the installation is electric,

to be wrapped up much faster. We had to arrange the

much less energy is now being consumed. This is due

temporary system very quickly. We called the supplier

to the further development of process technology. In

at noon, and the next day there were already containers

the current setting, there is a broader range of options

with equipment ready at the location. Fortunately,

in terms of regulation. In the old set-up, the drying

we were already busy with the replacement, and the

system was continuously running, but this is regulated

project team was complete, so we were able to get

much better now. As a result, the air quality is much

started quickly. It was a particularly hectic begin to the

more constant, and the production quality can also be

project!”

managed better”.

The entire process is now more
sustainable; it runs only on green
electricity.

“MAKING PROCESSES

MORE SUSTAINABLE IS
A LOGICAL STEP”

Furthermore, the entire process is now more
sustainable; it runs only on green electricity, generated
from FrieslandCampina’s dairy farmers, and purchased
from energy suppliers. This project was a pilot project,

Less CO2 emissions, high priority

but there are now other replacement projects for

For Iv-Industrie and FrieslandCampina, making

process air installations that will be carried out

processes more sustainable is a logical step which is

electrically. Heat pumps and other technologies will

in line with the vision of both companies. Reducing

also be examined for taking further steps in increasing

CO2 emissions is of paramount importance, and

sustainability. Iv-Industrie is proud of its significant

both companies are also striving to achieve this. For

contribution in improving the sustainability of

example, there are projects whereby the cattle sheds

production processes.

of the dairy farmers are fitted with solar panels, and

•

FrieslandCampina uses the energy generated by these.
This replacement project is entirely in line with
the desire to eventually stop using natural gas and
therefore no longer run production processes with
steam.
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New Prince Claus Bridge to be
an architectural eye-catcher
The new Prince Claus Bridge currently being

In the development towards a feasible, maintainable,

built in Dordrecht will be anything but standard.

and reliably functioning technical design, all of the

The movable bicycle and pedestrian bridge

components had to be intensively coordinated to

will be 140 metres long consisting of two steel

comply with the high design requirements.

approach ramps and a movable deck section
of almost 50 metres in length (measured from
the pivot axle). The architectural design is

An extraordinary architectural design
that has never been applied before.

highly ambitious. Thus, the bridge has been
given an extraordinary design with which a

Extraordinary design

unique movement concept has been applied.

The movement mechanism of the bridge consists of

The Municipality of Dordrecht awarded the

a vertically hinged counterweight pylon that is held

structural design and implementation for the

upright by a pendulum. Upon opening and closing,

Prince Claus Bridge to construction combination,

the bridge performs an extraordinary movement

Dura Vermeer and Hillebrand. Iv-Infra has been

in which the impressive counterweight pylon first

commissioned by this combination to develop

bends forwards and then retracts again. The steel

the reference design into an integral final design

and concrete structures of the bridge have been

and implementation design.

given a smooth flowing form. The two main girders
of the movable deck gradually thin out as they reach

Architectural eye-catcher

upwards above the deck from the pivot point and

The Prince Claus Bridge will connect the centre of

smoothly merge into the central reservation on the

Dordrecht to the new district of Stadswerven and is

western approach ramp. The main girders separate

set to be an architectural eye-catcher for Dordrecht.

at the back of the movable deck to provide room for

The main challenges in the elaboration of the

the counterweight pylon and merge at the front to

architectural design, composed by Architect René

form one main girder. Trusses interconnect the main

van Zuuk, was the unique movement concept and

girders at the point where they separate.

the ambitious appearance of the reference design.
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The steel approach ramps have also been given a

component, the pendulum also exerts a horizontal load

Imbalance in the bridge movement sequence

smooth and flowing design. The eastern approach

on the lower pivot point. This horizontal component is

The balance of the movable deck bears a strong

ramp curls together with two bridge sections around

transferred by means of shear keys back to the pedestal

resemblance to a deck with a hinged counterweight.

the chamber pillar to form a single deck at the end

via the main girders of the eastern approach ramp

There is one crucial point whereby this system deviates

of the bridge. The cyclists and pedestrians crossing

so that the position of the lower pivot point of the

from a hinged counterweight system: the counterweight

the bridge are guided in both directions around the

pendulum is fixed in relation to the main pivot point.

pylon also provides support horizontally at the pivot
point. The balance of the movable deck is thus strongly

counterweight pylon and pendulum and thereby
have a magnificent view of the impressive bridge
mechanism. Because the chamber does not need to
house a counterweight, it was possible to design it as a

There is one crucial point whereby
this system deviates from a hinged
counterweight system.

influenced by the response of the vertical and horizontal
support point at the pivot point of the counterweight
pylon, which in turn is dependent on the position of the
moving pendulum system. The balance of the Prince

round fanned pedestal, slenderly rising from the water.

Claus Bridge is, therefore, less easy to determine than
Due to the high design requirements, all pivot points

Western approach ramp

with ‘traditional’ bascule bridges and drawbridges.

of the movable sections (six in total) are entirely
Counterweight pylon

concealed under hoods and merge with the adjacent
structural components.
The positioning of the pivot points and safeguarding

Upon opening the bridge, the closing moment around
the pivot axle hardly decreases, up to an opening

Movable deck

angle of approximately 45 degrees, but does increase

the maintenance access thereof in the technical design

slightly. From 45 degrees, the closing moment advances

proved to be a real challenge in practice, particularly

downwards in a smooth movement. This sequence is

as there was limited space available for these

characteristic for this type of bridge mechanism and

Pendulum

determines to a large extent the forces on the hydraulic

components.

cylinders. The movement of the counterweight pylon
Movement mechanism with hinged counterweight
pylon
The movable deck, the counterweight pylon and
the pendulum move as a single mechanism. The

also complicates the determining of wind loads on the
Eastern approach
ramp

bridge. These influences have therefore been determined
in an ANSYS workbench model and incorporated into the
calculations of the hydraulic drive system.

counterweight pylon is connected with pivot points
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to the main girders of the movable deck. To stabilise

Inventive solutions for the movable deck

the counterweight pylon in all positions, it is hinged

The movable deck consists of two orthotropic bridge

to the pendulum on the upper side. The pendulum is

decks protruding from a central rigid core on either side.

connected to the approach ramp with a pivot point.

Unlike the western approach ramp, the core here consists

As the pendulum holds the counterweight pylon

of a set of two tubular main girders coupled by means of

upright, in addition to exerting load on the vertical

a truss frame, forming a rigid aggregate.
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For the steel structure, the fatigue of the main

the two decks, one of the two support points has been

Bridge drive system

For this purpose, the cylinders are designed with a

supporting structure caused from the opening and

raised slightly higher than the other on the abutment

The bridge is powered by an electro-hydraulic drive

cylinder base eye and a rod eye, in which the bearings

closing of the bridge, and the decrease and increase of

pier, so that relatively more of the permanent load is

system consisting of two hydraulic cylinders and

are accommodated. Sliding guides on both the base eye

pressure inside the main girders, was largely decisive

transferred than when both supports are positioned at

an electro-hydraulic pump unit. The cylinders are

and rod eye limit the freedom of rotation of the cylinder

for determining the profiling and dimensions of the

the same height.

connected to the movable deck and the chamber

and the rod eye around the cylinder axis. The rod eye is

floor with two pivot points, which are fitted with

connected to a clevis construction with a hinge pin. This

fibre-reinforced plastic spherical plain bearings.

celvis construction is connected to the pipe coupling

structural components. Controlling the vertical and
horizontal transformations of the movable deck, where

Consequences of the bridge’s diagonal span

the angled expansion joints interact with the approach

Because the bridge spans the waterway diagonally and

located between the main girders of the movable deck.

ramps, was a significant challenge which has led to

is also located close to a confluence of rivers, an unusual

The base eye is connected to the clevis on the lower

inventive solutions.

nautical situation has been created whereby collision

cylinder bracket, which is connected to the chamber

loads must be taken into account. Guidance structures

floor with pre-tensioned anchors.

For this purpose, the cyclinders are
designed with a cylinder base and a rod
eye.
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protect the pillars adjacent to the waterway and all pillars
have been designed in accordance with collision loads,

The cylinders are hydraulically coupled on both the base

as the possibility of vessels hitting the pillars behind the

and rod sides to distribute the forces evenly over both

guidance structures cannot be ruled out. To be able to

cylinders during normal bridge operation. As a result,

The fixed position of the movable section will be fully

make the pillars as slender as possible, the collision load

they move, effectively, as one cylinder, which makes

realised through the imbalance. Applying a latching

of the impacted pillar is partly transferred to the adjacent

synchronised regulation for the mechanism unnecessary,

system for this was undesirable in this case. In addition

pillar. The load is transferred via shear keys through the

and even undesirable. The reciprocating motion of the

to the vertical wind load and the variable deck weight,

approach ramps situated above.

cylinders is based on a semi-closed hydraulic system

the horizontal wind load on the counterweight pylon

The angled joint of the rear beam of the movable deck

without a brake valve. For the opening and closing of

and pendulum was also considered for the assessment

is situated so far in front of the main pivot point that

the bridge, the movement is controlled via a smooth

of the bridge’s fixed position. The large imbalance

with an open joint, the vertical differential deformations

time-velocity curve, whereby the speed of the cylinders’

(approximately 5100 kNm) not only influences the

were too great. Therefore, it was chosen to add an extra

movement is entirely determined by the infinitely

cylinder dimensions but also leads, among other

support point under the deck plate at the same level as

variable pump output of the unit. This allows the bridge

things, to higher fatigue loads on the steel structures.

the angled joint to keep the deformations within the

movement to be managed in a controlled and stable

permissible values. A flexible tensioned joint was formed

manner.

The two front supports of the movable deck rest on

by separating the deck plate of the movable deck

the steel construction of the western approach ramp,

from the main girder. When exposed to an exceptional

Construction in progress

which protrudes beyond the pillar. Instead of a rigid

combination of temperature and variable loads, the joint

Following an intensive design process, the construction

foundation, the bridge will be placed on a flexible

at the vertical beam also provided larger joint widths

of the Prince Claus Bridge is now in full swing. The design

cantilever at the vertical beam. In addition, both

than were considered safe. By applying a so-called joint

of the bridge makes it a complex and challenging project;

supports have different (but coupled) vertical spring

lip, with an extra support point beneath the middle

however, the construction combination aims to deliver

stiffnesses due to the angled joint. To obtain an even

section of the vertical beam, it was possible to keep a

the bridge in mid-2021.

distribution of bearing forces from the imbalance of

smaller joint depth and a larger joint width, which was

the movable deck and the difference in stiffnesses of

considered permissible.

•
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“DETAILED AND CLOSE-UP

INSPECTIONS DURING
										
OPERATIONS”

Inspecting flares with a drone: no
shutdowns and no compromises
on safety
When flares are out of service for longer

To prevent the occurrence of failure and

than planned due to unforeseen findings

dangerous situations, flares are inspected every few

during regular maintenance, or when a flare

years during a turnaround.

unexpectedly needs to be shut down, high costs
are often involved. To prevent such situations as
much as possible, it is of utmost importance to
inspect flares rigorously and frequently. But doing

With a drone inspection, maintenance
can be planned and budgeted more
effectively

so in the traditional way, by sending up human
inspectors, can only take place when the plant

Performing a drone inspection (prior to the turnaround)

is shut down and the flare is positively isolated.

to assess the overall condition of equipment enables

When a flare needs to be shut down outside

plant operators to determine the budget more

the turnaround period, the complete process

precisely, and schedule upfront any maintenance works

often takes two days. With a drone, however,

that need to be performed on the flare during the

flare inspections can take place at any time, even

turnaround. This way, time can be used as efficiently

when the flare is in operation, without the need

as possible, and any potential surprises during the

for human access to high-risk zones, and without

turnaround can be avoided.

loss of production. But how does such a drone
inspection work in practice? And what exactly are

A significant advantage of using a drone is that the

the main advantages for plant operators?

flare can be inspected in fine detail and very closely
during operation, while minimising risks, saving costs,
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Preventing surprises during a turnaround

and improving reliability. For example, it is possible to

Flares are the ultimate safeguarding equipment of

perform inspections from elevations that are usually

a petrochemical plant. If everything else fails, the

restricted for personnel, inspect the dynamic operation

flare should always be able to safely discharge the

of the combustion components, and take detailed

dangerous gases and liquids which otherwise could

and close-up photos from all angles of every miniscule

cause an explosion or other hazardous situation.

detail, even inside the flare.
45

Drone inspections in practice

As-built drawings are often not in line with the actual

Reviewing data

Escher Process Modules carries out drone inspections

equipment on site. With 3D laser scanning, we can

When Escher performs a drone inspection, the data

together with its partner/drone specialist, the Dutch

generate a 3D model of the current equipment,

generated during the inspection (such as high definition

Drone Company. With this partnership, we have all

enabling Escher to fabricate exact replacement parts

photos, a 3D point cloud, and thermographic images)

the knowledge, experience, and resources in-house

for the current flare system, which saves on installation

is thoroughly reviewed and examined by one of our

to perform detailed, close-up inspections, and to

time and potentially also on downtime. With the

specialised Combustion Engineers. Based on this data, it

accurately interpret the results and provide plant

thermographic cameras, we can detect broken internal

can be determined whether a more thorough inspection

operators with maintenance advice.

refractory or undesirable internal back burning inside

is required or if the plant can remain in operation without

the flare tip. It is possible that these types of issues may

problems.

Detecting issues that could possibly not
have been detected with the naked eye.

not be detected with the naked eye alone.

Minimising the amount of downtime
resulting from unscheduled maintenance.

With over six decades of experience in designing,
delivering, and maintaining Combustion Systems such

The results of the inspection are compiled in an

as flares, Escher fully understands the challenges and

inspection report, including high definition photos of

concerns of plant operators and knows exactly what

all relevant details, an indication of the current state of

to look for during an inspection. For example, based

the equipment, potential risks for the performance of

on the photos and other data obtained with the drone

the equipment (if any), and recommended maintenance

inspection, we can examine corrosion, cracks, burnt

and cost indications (if any). Escher can also supply any

parts, broken refractory, and possible leakage of gases.

required parts and components.

We can also determine whether these issues are a threat

By performing frequent drone inspections, once every

to the performance of the flare or can be resolved. By

one or two years, Escher can give an indication of when

performing the inspection in this way, we are not only

the next maintenance round should be scheduled.

signalling defects, but we also provide plant operators

Regular maintenance helps to extend the lifetime of the

with all the necessary information for operating the flare

equipment and minimises the amount of downtime

safely.

resulting from unscheduled maintenance.

•

The Dutch Drone Company is a fully certified drone
operator, experienced in operating on both onshore and
offshore installations. By using advanced drones that can
be equipped with high definition cameras, 3D scanning
equipment and thermographic cameras, all the data
needed to assess the condition of the installations can
be generated while the system remains operational.
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Engineers with Passion for
Technology
Iv-Groep is a globally operating multidisciplinary
engineering company. Since 1949, Iv has been
devising technical solutions for projects of any size
and complexity within the following sectors: Industry,
Infrastructure & Traffic, Buildings & Installations, Handling,
Maritime, Offshore & Energy and Water. No challenge
is too complicated for us. We are a team of specialists
with a genuine passion for our specialisms. With our
knowledge of technology, we can achieve the most for
our customer.

Engineers with
Passion for
Technology

